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The advent of the function virtualization concept, especially that of network functions, leads to important benefits 

for future networks. Although the orchestration of virtualized functions presents gains for network operators and 

clients alike, the overhead for moving functions has not been thoroughly explored so far, especially considering 

functions virtualized by using container technologies. In this work, we investigate orchestration costs associated 

with the migration of containerized virtual functions. To this end, we first perform a systematic literature review 

on state-of-the-art virtual function migration costs, electing time and data transferred as so. We then use a well- 

known container platform (LXD) to perform several orchestration experiments in a controlled environment. By 

analyzing the container migration process in smaller complementary steps, and designing experiments to evaluate 

them individually, a pattern for migration costs is observed. Linear regression is then used to derive a prediction 

model for the necessary time and data transferring for performing a container migration. To assess the predictor’s 

accuracy, we present a cloud computing use case where the predictor is deployed. Results indicate that predictions 

can be accurate within reasonable range, and therefore orchestration algorithms may be improved by accounting 

for similar prediction models when determining the migration of one or more virtualized functions. 
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. Introduction 

Future networks, as exemplified by the forthcoming 5G services for

xtreme Mobile Broadband (xMBB) and Massive Machine Type Com-

unications (mMTC) [1] , are being built upon technologies such as

oftware-Defined Networking (SDN) and Network Functions Virtualiza-

ion (NFV) [2] . In the NFV paradigm, network functions that tradition-

lly rely on specialized equipment (also called middle-boxes) become ex-

cutable by software running on general purpose hardware. As a conse-

uence, the possibilities for network management are vastly expanded,

ince the deployment of a given virtual network function ( e.g. , Firewall)

o longer depends on the acquisition of specialized physical hardware.

oreover, not only a Virtual Network Function (VNF) can be easily de-

loyed along the network, but also computational resources for VNFs

an be dynamically scaled up and down in response to instantaneous

emand. 

Resource virtualization offers users a series of benefits, such as

ardware independence, readiness of deployment, and elasticity of re-

ources. In contrast to traditional virtualization realized by Virtual Ma-

hine (VM), newer container virtualization technologies emerge with

he promise of lighter, more efficient virtualization [3] . Several stud-
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es have compared the effectiveness, particularly regarding perfor-

ance and scalability, of virtualization by VMs and container technolo-

ies [4,5] . By sharing the Operating System (OS), notably the OS’s ker-

el, with the underlying host, container technologies reduce much of the

irtualization overhead in comparison to the heavier footprint of full-

edged VMs, making container virtualization a feasible option for net-

ork environments from IoT cloud/fog [6] to High-Performance Com-

uting (HPC) [7] . In particular, running and migrating functions in more

esource-constrained environments, e.g. , devices on the network edge,

an make lighter virtualization technologies such as containers a need,

ather than an option [8] . 

In the context of NFV, studies have been carried out to try to solve

roblems of VNF composition, chaining, and placement [9] , as described

ext. Because VNFs can be composed of smaller, reusable components,

nown as VNF Components (VNFCs), a single VNF can be composed in

ultiple ways [10] . Furthermore, two or more VNFs can be intercon-

ected to provide a higher-level service in a process known as Service

haining (SC). Moreover, because VNFs and VNFCs are typically de-

igned to run on top of commodity hardware, NFV-enabled networks

end to offer multiple host options for each VNF or VNFC; selecting the

est host to run each function is a research topic usually referred to as

he placement problem. While promising heuristics to solve the place-
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ent problem have been proposed so far, the jury is still out on a defini-

ive solution due to the problem being an NP-complete one [11] . Previ-

us studies have investigated the issue for VNF composition [12] , chain-

ng [11] , and placement [13] through a theoretical-based approach. Al-

hough theoretical research has been producing increasingly optimized

olutions, we argue that hardware ( e.g. , network bandwidth) and soft-

are ( e.g. , memory dirtying frequency) constraints must be taken into

ccount when adopting such solutions in the real world [14] . 

VNF orchestration, i.e. , the decision-making to initialize, stop, or mi-

rate a VNF from one host to another, plays a fundamental role in op-

imizing the usage of available network resources, and improving en-

rgy efficiency [15] . In particular, the decision to migrate a VNF can be

ased on several factors, such as due to a load-balancing algorithm or

ardware maintenance, for example [16] . The decision of which func-

ions to migrate, and in which way, has been subject of several stud-

es [17–19] . However, orchestration algorithms proposed so far con-

istently fail to consider the exact overhead introduced by migrations

hemselves when defining an orchestration plan. Previous works have

onsidered the overhead in performing orchestration steps, such as at-

aining a system’s state prior to determining an orchestration plan [20] ,

nd designed orchestration algorithms similarly tend to disfavour suc-

essive VNF migrations due to their intuitive cost [21,22] . Still, deter-

ining what the costs really are and estimating how impactful they will

e for an individual migration have not received as much attention thus

ar. For example, when applying a load-balancing algorithm, the net-

ork transfer required by a migration may run on top of an already

ongested link, reducing the migration effectiveness. To improve the

ecision-making process, an orchestrator should thus consider the ex-

ected cost of carrying out an orchestration plan, especially the cost of

igrating a VNF [23] . 

Proposals for VNF orchestration optimization often include some

redictive model to enhance their performance. When used as input

or the orchestrator, these predictions can allow a more proactive or-

hestration, in contrast to the usual reactive approach, thus further im-

roving algorithms’ performance. For example, the expected variance

n demand for a specific VNF can be used as input for a better-informed

rchestration decision [24] . Similarly, other virtualized environments

ave used power consumption prediction with high accuracy [25] . Re-

arding Service Function Chains, orchestrators that try and predict how

unctions placement can interfere with their performance, and there-

ore how to optimally place them, have been proposed with promising

esults [26] . However, although the trade-off for VNF migration is some-

imes considered [27] , to our best knowledge there is still no study on

eveloping a prediction model for the migration costs themselves. 

In this work, we investigate the problem of costs associated with VNF

igration, and further, as the main contribution of this work, propose a

odel to estimate migration costs before the operation is performed. We

hose a well-known container virtualization platform, namely, LXD 

1 , to

arry out our experimental studies, analyzing how multiple variables

ffect the migration process. By combining the theoretical background

ith the observed experimental results, we propose a mathematical

nalysis based on linear regressions to predict the costs in terms of time

nd data transferred associated with VNF migration. To test our predic-

or, a cloud computing use case is presented. Based on our results, cost

rediction for VNF migrations is possible with high accuracy (upwards

f 80%), considering a reasonably narrow prediction range, and thus

uture VNF orchestrators can benefit from including similar prediction

odel features to weigh in not only the expected benefit from migration

lternatives, but also the expected costs for executing each one of them.

The remainder of this article is structured as follows. In Section 2 , we

resent related work on cost-estimation for VNF migration. In Section 3 ,

he theoretical background and the experimental setup used throughout

his study is presented, as is an initial experiment to define a baseline for
1 https://linuxcontainers.org/ . 
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igration costs. In Section 4 , we present experiments that demonstrate

ow the nature of a function can impact the migration costs. In Section 5 ,

 quantitative analysis of the experiments’ results is discussed, and a

athematical model derived for predicting migration costs. In Section 6 ,

e present a use case to evaluate our predictor. In Section 7 , we discuss

ur conclusions and present future work. 

. Related work 

In this section, we present the state-of-the-art on VNF migration

osts. This overview not only assists in confirming that the problem ex-

sts, but also allows the identification of metrics we later use to deter-

ine migration costs, namely, time and data transferred. To do so, a sys-

ematic literature review was performed. Selected studies were grouped

ccording to network environment, and laid out as follows. Cloud com-

uting studies are discussed in Section 2.1 . Content Delivery Networks

CDNs) studies are shown in Section 2.2 . SDN, 5G, and other network

nvironments are discussed in Section 2.3 . 

.1. Cloud-Fog-Edge computing 

Cloud/fog/edge computing are among the most critical scenarios for

irtual Function (VF) orchestration, where cloud operators attempt to

eet the services agreement while minimizing their operating expense.

ne way to achieve that is to deploy an orchestrator in the cloud to

igrate VFs along cloud, fog, and edge infrastructure dynamically. This

rchestration allows a more efficient use of cloud/fog/edge resources,

everaging their scalability in response to demand fluctuations. 

In this context, the work by Cerroni et al. [28] focus on the perfor-

ance analysis of live migrating VNFs running inside dedicated VMs,

here the run-time state of the function is transferred from the source

ost to the destination host before the migration is completed. As a re-

ult, function downtime perceived by the end-user is drastically reduced,

ven to negligible levels [29] . In their work, Cerroni et al. considered

s performance indicators the total time elapsed in a migration and the

ervice’s downtime. Similarly to most of the remaining considered re-

earches [30–32] , their work uses virtualization through VMs to deploy

he VNFs. The reduced virtualization overhead for using containers can

ositively impact the effectiveness of VFs orchestration when compared

o their VMs counterpart [4] . Since we are interested in determining

he orchestration impact for the container alternative, the quantitative

erformance analysis for container orchestration stands as a central re-

earch question in our work. 

In the same line of work, Tao et al. [30] tackled the problem of dy-

amically migrating VMs in cloud computing. The authors introduce

 proposal to optimize migration plans, i.e. , plans for a series of migra-

ions to improve the system performance. Once again, total elapsed time

or migration is taken into account when establishing the performance

or each plan. The performance evaluation also accounts for the data

ransferred by VMs migration along the network. 

A different approach for the performance analysis of migrating VMs

n the cloud was proposed by Lin et al. [32] . While the authors also

onsidered elapsed time for migration to determine its cost, the down-

ime observed by users during the migration process was also taken into

ccount. The researchers focused on the number of memory pages that

eeded to be synchronized between hosts as a determining factor for

he performance evaluation. The reasoning for doing so is that since the

NF migration relies on memory synchronization from source to desti-

ation, VNFs with higher memory dirtying rates may require additional

terations for synchronization, depending on the migration optimiza-

ion in place. As a result, the migration process for VNFs that produce

igher memory dirtying rates requires additional iterations for memory

ynchronization, which can be of utmost importance when considering

igration for applications with such behaviour. 

The work by Liu et al. [33] focuses on assisting live streaming in

obile cloud networks. In their scenario, video service migrations along

https://linuxcontainers.org/
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he network are performed to maximize the Quality of Experience (QoE)

f the users, while also minimizing the costs for network operators. To

chieve that, an orchestrator migrates the service in response to users

emand. Due to the application’s nature, timing and bandwidth require-

ents are of vital importance in this scenario, i.e. , the maximum ac-

eptable delay and the minimum bandwidth available must be ensured

within reasonable cost) at all times. Therefore, the overhead introduced

y a migration must be carefully weighed against the expected benefits.

he traffic introduced in the network and the resulting downtime for

he service are considered by the authors as the costs associated with

he migration. 

Container migration in fog computing was subject of study by Tang

t al. [34] . The study presents a model that uses container migration in

he fog to account for user mobility, and deep learning is used in the mi-

ration decision process. Expected duration for a migration, estimated

rom the size of VF and the available bandwidth between hosts, is used in

he migration decision. Finally, a recent work by Ouyang et al. [21] in-

estigates service placement for Mobile Edge Computing, proposing a

ovel mechanism that optimizes both users’ perceived-latency and ser-

ice migration costs. Even with no assumptions on the virtualization

echnology used to host the service, the authors considered the main

osts for migrating the service to be the bandwidth usage, the service

nterruption, and the possibility of failure in migrating a service. The

FV relationship with different network environments is not always

s straightforward as with cloud/fog/edge computing. Still, network

aradigms that focus on data replication and reallocation along the net-

ork can also benefit from NFV concepts, particularly when not only

he content, but the services and the network themselves can be virtual-

zed and dynamically reallocated. Therefore, in the next subsection, we

elve into studies on CDNs. 

.2. Content delivery network 

CDNs improve applications and services by distributing available

ontent ( e.g. , multimedia files) along the network according to user de-

and [35] . On top of that, virtual CDNs virtualize servers and networks

hemselves, using SDN and NFV paradigms, further improving services

calability [36] . By improving the management of resources, the em-

loyment of SDN and NFV by virtual CDN can positively impact users’

oE without burdening the network operating cost. 

In a series of studies [19,37,38] , Ibn-Khedher et al. investigated the

ptimization of orchestration algorithms for CDNs. The authors propose

ost-efficient algorithms for the placement and orchestration problem

f virtual nodes in a CDN. In their experiments, the researchers used

Ms to virtualize the network’s content. The main costs considered for

rchestration was the total elapsed time, and the downtime of the mi-

rated service. 

Jahromi et al. [39] present a significant study for VNFs placement

nd chaining in CDNs. In their work, authors consider a multiple cost

odel that takes into account VNF instances and migrations when per-

orming network alterations. In particular, migration cost is discussed

n the placement model, and defined as the high transportation cost for

oving a VM. 

SDN and NFV benefits for CDNs are a direct result for their ability

o maximize the efficiency in content reallocation and replication over

he CDN hosts. By combining both paradigms, a network service that

elies on continuous network monitoring and content orchestration can

inimize its operating costs, while improving customers satisfaction.

ther selected studies for different network environments that can also

enefit from SDN and NFV, individually or in conjunction, are discussed

n the next subsection. 

.3. SDN, 5G, And other network paradigms 

In SDNs, a centralized controller with global view of the pro-

rammable network is used by network carriers to improve network
calability, Quality of Service (QoS), and service management [40] .

n conjunction with NFV, traffic steering performed through SDN con-

rollers can both prevent the necessity for VNF migrations, by better

alancing traffic load between links, and ease up the VNF migration

rocess, by optimizing the VNF transfer through the network, and as-

isting the subsequent re-establishment of VNF connections. 

Employing SDN in a 5G scenario, Ksentini et al. [2] investigated costs

ssociated with Serving Gateway (SGW) reallocation. SGW in a 5G net-

ork is responsible for forwarding users’ data traffic [41] , making the

GW placement problem an important one in this context. In their work,

ultiple VNF instances are deployed in the network, and an SDN con-

roller is responsible for migrating users between the instances. The pro-

osed cost for these migrations is the required signaling messages at the

DN controller to synchronize the migration. This solution, therefore,

s not available for every network environment ( e.g. , networks with no

DN support). In another study, similar results were found by Wang

t al. [42] , using a more generic network with SDN support to deploy a

oad-balance algorithm in the network. 

An important study by Moradi et al. [43] propose SoftBox, a promis-

ng novel 5G core network architecture based on SDN and NFV. In the

roposed architecture, VNF migrations are leveraged in provisioning a

exible and scalable cellular network, with consideration for the mi-

ration costs, which are summarized as the control load on the global

ontroller. Still on 5G core network design, a study by Jin et al. [44] con-

idered NFV and SDN for optimizing mobility management through a

irtual Mobility Management Entity (MME). The optimization method

eveloped is designed to minimize overhead migration cost for VNF

omponents of MME. The overhead is defined as the data migrated be-

ween hosts, and the proposed method evaluated through simulation. 

Other investigations tackled the problem for VNF migration in less

pecific networks. The study by Sun et al. [24] investigates the issue

ith NFV SC. SC is useful when two more VNFs require a connection

etween them (even when functions run on the same host). The opti-

ization for the placement problem of a VNF on chaining is thus tied

o their VNF neighbors in the chain. To minimize the transferring of

NFs on the network, which Sun et al. consider as the main orchestra-

ion cost, the authors look to forecast variances on demand for VNFs in

n SC, thus reducing the need for subsequent migrations in response to

emand increase. The authors show results from simulations to compare

he performance for different proposals. 

Optimizing the migration process for VMs across Wide Area Net-

ork (WAN) boundaries has been subjected to a study by Le et al. [45] .

n their proposal, the new Internet standard of Multi-Path TCP is lever-

ged to optimize the live migration process, improving it, particularly

or the WAN case. Metrics considered by the authors for the migration

verhead are the migration time, the service downtime, the application

verhead (due to the additional load by migrating the application), and

he amount of data transferred. 

Lin et al. [46] present a mechanism for VNF placement in data-

enters, including VM migration between physical hosts. The authors

onsider the network throughput added from mirroring during migra-

ion as the overhead for migration. Furthermore, in the context of VM

igration in a data-center, Fernando et al. [47] studied the failure in

erforming said migrations using a post-copy technique. In this scheme,

he CPU execution state of the VM is migrated and resumed first, and

emory pages are retrieved from the source when needed ( i.e., upon

age-faults). This technique thus allows for diminished migration time

nd service downtime when migrating a service, although an increased

isk for migration failure is introduced. Therefore, the authors propose

 solution that combines pre and post-copy migration techniques, and a

echanism of incremental checkpointing, to combine the best of both

orlds while reducing the migration overhead. Furthermore, the solu-

ion requires additional setup by available hosts and does not include a

rediction mechanism for determining the expected cost for a given VM

igration. Optimizing the migration process across data-centers was in-

estigated by Shi et al. [48] . The authors propose a system that predicts
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Table 1 

Summary of Related Work. 

Considered as Migration Cost 

Reference Network Environment Migration Time Data Transferred Service Downtime Message Signaling 

[28] Cloud/Fog/Edge X X 

[30] Cloud/Fog/Edge X X 

[32] Cloud/Fog/Edge X X 

[33] Cloud/Fog/Edge X X X 

[34] Cloud/Fog/Edge X X 

[21] Cloud/Fog/Edge X X X 

[37] Virtual CDN X X 

[38] Virtual CDN X X 

[19] Virtual CDN X X 

[39] Virtual CDN X 

[2] 5G X 

[43] 5G X 

[44] 5G X 

[42] SDN X 

[51] SDN X 

[49] SDN X X 

[50] SDN X X 

[31] Generic X X 

[24] Generic X 

[45] WAN X X X 

[46] Data-center X 

[47] Data-center X X 

[48] Data-center X X 
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2 In this work, unless explicitly stated otherwise, migration refers to live mi- 

gration. 
isk read and memory write working sets before migrating a VM, and

ombines pre- and post-copy migration to get the best from both worlds.

heir results show that migration costs in terms of service downtime and

otal migration time are shortened with their system. While the system

ries to predict the nature of the working set before performing a mi-

ration, the cost of migrating the service itself is not predicted by the

ystem. 

The study by Zhang et al. [49] analyses distance between the source

nd the destination servers in the migration costs, in addition to the de-

ay of updating flow rules along with the network, which is done grad-

ally to avoid network congestion. Zhou et al. [50] present an essential

tudy on VNF migration effect, and how to minimize it, in SDN environ-

ents. The authors consider that the live migration of a VM consumes

ost of the bandwidth and computational resources, which can impact

egatively in the QoS of the service during migration. Additionally, to

he network effect, time to migrate is also considered a migration cost

n the study. Simulation results show that the proposed algorithm can

educe some of the migrations costs while optimizing QoS. Finally, Xia

t al. [51] also considers the associated costs of migrating a VNF in a

M. The aggregated traffic on the SDN controller is pointed at the over-

ead for the migrations, as the authors show in simulation results. In

he next subsection, a summary for the related work presented in this

ection is laid out. We also highlight how the results affect our research.

.4. Influence in our research 

The main aspects of the state-of-the-art are summarized in Table 1 .

s shown by our research, the problem of determining orchestration

osts is one that has been drawing attention in the area. Nevertheless,

he research field is still young, so investigations tend to be mostly the-

retical, resorting to simulated experiments to analyze their proposals.

hen using a real NFV-enabled network, virtualization was mostly done

sing VMs, highlighted by the fact that only three [2,34,43] studies ex-

licitly considered container virtualization in their evaluation. In this

ork, we focus on evaluating the migration costs in a real network, using

ontainer virtualization. Our findings indicate that migration costs can

e measured and predicted accurately, something that has been over-

ooked by other works. Considerations on the experimental setup used,

n algorithmic view of the migration process, and baseline experiments,

re presented in Section 3 . 
Further, we elected migration time and migration data transferred to

ompose the migration cost for this work. Not only they align with our

nitial suspicion, but also both were the two variables most recurrently

ound in related work. Moreover, our experimental network offered lim-

ted SDN support, so the inclusion of SDN in our setup would require

ome network emulation ( e.g. , using Mininet [52] ), which would defeat

ur purpose of experimenting strictly with real equipment. Concern-

ng service downtime, the early investigation indicated that its measur-

ng would require an active agent, which could interfere with the cost

easurements for the main variables ( i.e. , time and data transferred),

nd therefore is singled out for future work. Finally, it is important to

otice that performing other aspects of function orchestration such as

e-chaining a service chaining may also incur in additional overhead.

hese are also singled out for future work, as this work focuses on the

igration process and the costs it introduces by themselves. 

. Container migration and baseline experiment 

In this section, we present some theoretical background on the mi-

ration process and the setup used in our experiments. Although sev-

ral benchmarks for VMs and containers are found in the literature,

e goal to draw a baseline for the costs of migration for comparison.

n Section 3.1 , we divide the migration process into smaller parts, so

e can better understand how each part weighs in the total cost for a

igration. We then lay out the experimental setup we utilized in our

xperiments, in Section 3.2 . Considerations on available distribution

or container’s OS and their impact on migration costs are presented

n Section 3.3 . Finally, in order to create a baseline for the experiments

onducted in the following sections, we present preliminary experiments

n Section 3.4 that show the minimal cost expected from each migration

tep. 

.1. Decomposing the migration process 

Live migration 2 is a network feature for virtualization which enables

eamless VNFs reallocation by transferring the virtual node’s persistent
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Fig. 1. Flowchart of the migration process. 
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Fig. 2. Overview of the experimental setup. 

Table 2 

Test Environment Configurations. 

Physical Hosts (Hosts A, B) 

OS Version Ubuntu 18.04.4 LTS 

Linux Kernel 4.15.0–101 

Network Link Gigabit Ethernet 

Virtual Hosts (VMs 1–4) 

OS Version Ubuntu 18.04.4 LTS 

Architecture x86_64 

Linux Kernel 4.15.0–101 

Memory 16 GB 

CPU Cores 6 

CPU Frequency 2.0 GHz 

e  

v  

p  

 

p  

v  

Z  

e  
nd run-time state between hosts [53] . The benefits from this process

nclude minimal disruption of the service, since the downtime for the

ervice, that is, the time interval between the node being stopped in

he source and resumed in the destination, is kept to minimal levels.

n contrast, cold migration requires the service to be fully stopped in

he origin before migration, causing a disruption that may be unaccept-

ble for some services. To perform a live migration, origin and destina-

ion hosts must synchronize all data required for the service to resume

ts operation, which includes the file system, memory pages, TCP con-

ections, etc. As stated previously, migration optimizations have been

roposed to diminish its costs in specific scenarios, such as with NFV

nd SDN pairing [54] . Although some proposed optimization techniques

old promise for the container migration landscape, our work is cen-

ered on the general, mostly-applicable context, i.e. , with LXD built-in

re-copy optimization. 

For functions virtualized by LXD containers, migration is composed

ainly of three parts: container checkpoint (also known as a container

napshot), system synchronization, and container restore. Parallelism

nd optimization can be utilized to improve migration efficiency; as an

xample, service downtime can be reduced at the expense of total mi-

ration time by enabling memory pre-copy optimization. The migration

ork-flow is shown in Fig. 1 . 

To synchronize the container between hosts, LXD makes use of

hree traffic channels: the control stream, the Checkpoint/Restore In

serspace (CRIU) [55] stream, and the file system stream 

3 . The control

tream initiates the migration, and is responsible for exchanging infor-

ation about the container, its configuration, and the result for the re-

tore operation. CRIU is the tool used by LXD to checkpoint and resume

 container’s run-time state, and therefore the CRIU stream is used to

ransfer the container checkpoint data, synchronizing the container run-

ime state. The file system stream is used to synchronize the container

le system between hosts, as one would expect. 

.2. Experimental environment 

The topology used in this work’s experiments is presented in Fig. 2 ,

here the VF running is experiment-specific. Four virtual servers are

onfigured in two physical hosts, and in our setup, these are realized

y conventional VMs. The virtual servers specs, unless stated otherwise,

re identical, as seen in Table 2 . The simplicity in the design of the
3 https://lxd.readthedocs.io/en/latest/migration/ . 

t  

w  

b

xperimental setup is intended so that we can single out the interfering

ariables in the experiments and develop an initial cost analysis and

rediction model, that later can be expanded to more complex scenarios.

Finally, differences in the container platform configuration can im-

act the proposed metrics. For example, storage back-end options pro-

ided by LXD include Directory (Dir), B-tree file system (Btrfs), and

ettabyte File System (ZFS). Distinct storage back-end can offer differ-

nt features and therefore differ in performance, particularly for the

asks of container checkpoint and synchronization. In our experiments,

e utilized LXD 3.0.3, CRIU 3.10, and ZFS 0.7.5 for containers’ storage

ack-end. 

https://lxd.readthedocs.io/en/latest/migration/
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Table 3 

Shortlist for available Linux distributions, with respective image 

and filesystem sizes. 

Linux Distribution Image Size (MB) Filesystem Size (MB) 

Alpine 3.8 1.92 4.1 

Debian 7 91 144 

Ubuntu 16.04 105 173 

Ubuntu 18.04 119 194 

Ubuntu 18.04 (i686) 121 196 
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.3. Container operating system 

LXD differs from application containers ( e.g. , Docker [56] ) by offer-

ng OS-level virtualization, and therefore a virtualization environment

imilar to that of a full-fledged VM, but with reduced overhead. This

ighter VM-like virtualization is achieved by the sharing of the host’s

ernel among containers, which are isolated, secured, and have their re-

ources managed through kernel Namespaces and cgroups [57] . Several

istribution images are thus offered by LXD when deploying contain-

rs, including multiple OSs and architectures. A non-exhaustive list for

vailable distributions is shown in Table 3 . 

When deploying a new container, the trade-off between services of-

ered and image size should be made accounting for the nature of the vir-

ualized service. Ideally, applications that are expected to be frequently

eallocated should rank lighter distributions higher, as to minimize the

eallocation overhead; rather static applications could prefer distribu-

ions that are easier to work with, as the overhead introduced by pre-

nstalled services, for example, is not as big of a concern. Regarding

he lighter container images, studies have shown its performance to be

omparable (often better) than Unikernels and other light virtualization

lternatives [58] . While it is clear that the distributions difference in

lesystem size will impact migration costs (for data transferred, and as

esult, for time), it is also noteworthy that a migration will also have to

opy the base image to the destination host if it had not been previously

one so, thus further increasing the costs for such migration. Moreover,

he specifics of the applications running in a container will determine

ow meaningful to the migration costs the filesystem synchronization is

n comparison to the run-time state synchronization. 

.4. Baseline experiment: Cold migration x live migration 

Contrary to live migration, in cold migration there is a non-negligible

ervice downtime stopping the VNF on the origin, moving it to the desti-

ation, and then resuming its operation. A series of experiments compar-

ng cold and live migration was conducted to expose the cost incurred

y each migration step ( i.e. , snapshotting, moving, and restoring). For

very experiment, we measure migration cost in time and data trans-

erred. Because it is unfeasible to consider every distribution available,

his experiment was restricted to three OSs: Alpine 3.8, Debian 7, and

buntu 16.04. 

Each container was kept in their minimal state, i.e. , no additional ap-

lications or services were installed or run on top of their base image. By

ot installing nor running any additional application in any container,

e can single out how the differences in distributions impact each step

f the migration process. Each experiment was run 30 times. The cold

igration results for the time consumed by snapshotting, transferring,

nd restoring the containers are shown in Fig. 3 a. Regarding the snap-

hot time, Alpine and Debian containers are virtually tied at just under

our seconds, with Ubuntu container taking about 35% more time to

omplete. Pre-installed services on each distribution, which results in a

ifferent number of processes running in each system (5 for Alpine, 4 for

ebian, and 10 for Ubuntu), could help explain the difference observed

n the results. 

Based on the time taken to migrate the stopped container, includ-

ng the checkpoint state, Debian and Ubuntu containers are much more
ostly than the Alpine alternative; that is expected, of course, as a di-

ect result from the disparities in file system and image sizes between

istributions, as presented in Table 3 . The restore time shows a similar

attern to the snapshotting one, although the Debian container fared

roportionally worse than the Alpine. The difference in cold migrating

ach distribution between hosts is further testified by the comparison

f data transferred, as shown in Fig. 3 b. The standard deviation for the

ata transferred is negligible for all distributions, as expected since the

ontainers are kept at their minimal state. For the same reason, virtually

o variation was observed in data transferred comparing cold and live

igrations. 

Finally, we compare the time performance for live migration with

he sum of individual cold migration steps. Because the snapshotting

nd the synchronizing processes in live migration can run in parallel,

he component with the worst result ( i.e. , the highest completion time)

as considered in the cold migration composition. The result is shown

n Fig. 3 c. It is noteworthy that the cold migration under-performed

ompared to the live migration for the Alpine and Debian containers,

hile the opposite was true for the Ubuntu container. Live migration

ptimization, absent in individual cold migration steps, can be a factor

n this discrepancy. Additionally, the underlying OS for the host sys-

em, i.e. , Ubuntu, could help explain the anomalous behavior for that

ontainer for their shared distribution. 

In this section, we described the migration process and the exper-

mental setup used throughout this work, and analyzed how the steps

ecessary in a container migration are impacted by the OS choice for

 container. Since containers were kept at their minimal state for this

ection’s experiments, the results offer a baseline for when a container

s used to virtualize any function. Therefore, in the next section, we use

ne of the tested OSs to carry out experiments evaluating how different

irtualized functions impact the migration costs. 

. Black-box analysis: Quantifying migration costs 

In this section, we propose two experiments that investigate orthog-

nal aspects of the migration process: in the first experiment, described

n Section 4.1 , we measure the impact of the stateless aspect of the mi-

ration; complementarily, we describe in Section 4.2 the second exper-

ment, where we measure the effects of the stateful aspect of the mi-

ration. Since VNFs can be abstracted as containerized processes that

onsume resources ( e.g. , CPU, memory, disk), we consider simplified

unctions for each experiment. For the first one, we consider a simplified

ersion for a function that primarily consumes stateless resources ( e.g. ,

 CDN cache consuming disk space). For the second one, we consider a

implified version for a function that primarily consumes running-time

esources ( e.g. , Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) under heavy traffic). Both

xperiments are evaluated as black-boxes, where we look to the output

esponse ( i.e. , migration costs) when varying a VNF controlled variable

s input. For each experiment, 10 preliminary trials are performed, so

hat the mean and standard deviation for every input can be estimated.

hen, we set a confidence interval at 95% and a precision of 2% to de-

ermine the minimal number of trials N required based on the central

imit theory [59] . The largest value of N found in each experiment is

sed to determine the number of repetitions for every input, so that the

ample size remains constant in each experiment. The results observed

n both experiments motivate our first prediction model for migration

osts, presented in Section 4.3 . 

.1. File growing experiment 

In this first experiment, we focus on the stateless part of the migra-

ion, namely the required filesystem synchronization between hosts. To

o so, a file inside the container is created, and gradually increases in

ize along the experiment. The growing file starts at 1MB and increases

xponentially (2 n ) until 1GB. Based on the results from the preliminary
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Fig. 3. Time results for the decomposed migration experiments. 

Fig. 4. Results for the growing file experiment. 
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uns, 26 repetitions were performed for this experiment. The results are

hown in Fig. 4 . 

As observed in the results, variance in the measurements for the time

lapsed by migrations was noticeable in Fig. 4 a, but was negligible for

he data transferred in Fig. 4 b. For the time cost, the run-time synchro-

ization is not strictly ruled in this experiment, and the coefficient of

ariation ranged from 0.036 to 0.057. In contrast, the negligible vari-

nce in data transferred is somewhat expected (coefficient of variation

nder 0.0015 for every input value), since this output is mostly defined

y our control variable, i.e. , the input file size. Nevertheless, both results

resent a clear linear relationship between output and input, which will

e further explored by our initial prediction model in Section 4.3 . 

.2. Apache processes experiment 

Complementary to the file size experiment presented in the previ-

us subsection, this second experiment focuses on the stateful or run-

ime state synchronization part of the migration. For this experiment,

n Apache Web Server [60] is used to summon an increasing number of

rocesses inside the container. Apache choice arises as a mean to min-

mize migration failures, occasionally thrown by CRIU when migrating

ess-supported applications. The number of Apache process summoned

n the experiment goes from one to 1000. Based on the results from the

reliminary runs, 30 repetitions were performed for this experiment.

he results are shown in Fig. 5 . 
The results in Fig. 4.2 show that, while the values for data transferred

n both experiments were in the same order of magnitude, the impact

n migration time was much more prominent in the second experiment

 Fig. 5 a), taking over 10 times as much for the most extreme cases; this

esult confirms that synchronizing run-time state is an iterative process

hat can be costly for the migration. Notwithstanding their orthogonal

ature, the results from both experiments show a clear pattern for a

inear component with both input and output growing exponentially,

nd with little variance in all results. 

.3. Simple linear regression 

A regression model is used to estimate or predict a certain variable

s a function of one or more other variables [59] . As a result of the lin-

arity observed in migration costs for previous experiments, we utilize

 simple linear regression model to estimate costs for migration on each

xperiment as function of their input variables. Although machine learn-

ng and other more complex techniques could also be valid choices for

ackling the problem, the linearity observed in the results indicates that

 simpler model may be the fittest candidate for the job. A linear model

oes not introduce computational overhead, and since it is a comprehen-

ive model that allows the similar conclusion to that of more complex

odels, it is generally preferred [59] . A mathematical definition of the

inear model is presented in Eq. (1) . 

 = 𝑏 + 𝑏 𝑥 + 𝜖 (1)
𝑖 0 1 𝑖 𝑖 
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Fig. 5. Results for the Apache processes experiment. 

Table 4 

Summary of the regression fit for the file size experiment. 

File size Regression Adjusted R-squared p-value Residual Standard Error 

Time 0.9848 < 22E -17 0.581 

Data Transferred 1 < 22E -17 0.018 
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In Eq. (1) , y i is the response variable, i.e. , the migration costs we con-

idered as output for the experiments. x i is the variables used as input

n the experiments, i.e. , the size of the growing file, and the number of

pache processes run. The b 0 term is the y-intercept, i.e. , the intersection

f the y-axis when x equals to 0, and the b 1 term is the slope coefficient,

.e. , the rate of change in y as a result of changes in x . The 𝜖 term rep-

esents the observed error, also known as residual, between expected

nd measured values. We use the least-squares criterion to find the line

iven by Eq. (1) that minimizes the Sum of Squared Errors (SSE). In SSE,

esiduals are squared before being summed, so positive and negative er-

ors do not cancel each other out. This model minimizes the variance of

rrors, meaning that the best fit for the regression line should prioritize

aving fewer significant errors, at the expense of producing a higher

umber of smaller errors. 

Results for R-squared, p-value, and residual standard error are con-

idered to assess how well the regression fits the observed data. R-

quared, also known as the coefficient of determination, measures the

roportion of the variance in the dependent variable that is predictable

rom the independent variable. The p-value indicates the probability of

nding the observed results when the null hypothesis ( i.e. , the hypoth-

sis complementary to the one considered) is correct; small p-values

 < 0.05) therefore indicate strong evidence to reject the null hypothesis.

he residual standard error measures how close the regression line is

o the observed results. Residuals density are plotted using a Gaussian

ernel for the density estimation to confirm further that the model is

ppropriate. 

.3.1. Regression applied to the growing file experiment 

Applying the linear regression to the first experiment, we derive

qs. (2) and 3 . The output variable ( i.e., y i from Eq. (1) ) in Eq. (2) gives

he migration time, in seconds. In Eq. (3) , the output variable gives the

otal data transferred during migration, in MB. The input variable ( i.e.,

 i from Eq. (1) ) in both equations is given by the size of the input file, in

B. The summary for the fits, on 285 degrees of freedom, is presented

n Table 4 . 

igration Time = 9 . 25 + 0 . 02 ⋅ (File size) (2)
igration Transfer = 8 . 16 + 1 . 02 ⋅ (File size) (3)

The result for Eq. (2) is plotted along the experiment’s time result in

ig. 6 a. A log-scale is used for the x-axis since the growth of the input file

s exponential. The blue line represents the given equation; the greyed

rea around the line indicates the standard error. The closeness of the

egression line to observed values, combined with the low standard error

btained, show that the regression offers a reliable prediction model for

he experiment. The dotted red lines delimit a 95% prediction interval;

his narrow interval indicates that, if we were to rerun the experiment,

5% of the sampled results are expected to fall into this approximate

.5 seconds range from the regression line. 

Similarly, the result for Eq. (3) is plotted in Fig. 6 b with the ex-

eriment’s data transferring result. Due to the negligible variance in the

utput as a response for each input value, the points for observed values

tack on top of each other, as do the standard error and the prediction in-

erval with the regression line. The result shows that the migration cost

n terms of data transferred is almost perfectly predictable considering

he controlled variable alone in this experiment. The perfect fit is also

omewhat expected, as discussed previously, since in this experiment

he data transferred is mostly defined by the stateless synchronization

f the growing file. 

Finally, we analyze the probability density of residuals for each re-

ression in an attempt to assess that the proposed model is appropriate.

he kernel density estimation approach used centers a smooth kernel

unction (in this case, a Gaussian) at each data point, and produce a

ensity estimate by summing them, which helps to see where the val-

es are concentrated. Since residuals represent the error in the regres-

ion model, plots ideally should have their peaks at 𝑥 = 0 (most values

ave close to no error), be symmetrical (positive and negative errors

re equivalent), and have the x range be as short as possible (errors are

mall). 

The peak around 𝑥 = 0 in Fig. 7 a indicates that the regression line

btained has close to no error with most of the experimental values.

oreover, the graph centered at 𝑥 = 0 shows that positive and negative

rrors are equally likely. Finally, the vast majority of the residuals are

ithin 1 second, an acceptable range for the predictor. In the case of

ig 7 b, the peak around 0 and the short spread shows that most ob-

erved values will be close to perfectly on top of the regression line.

he negative skew indicated by the longer tail towards the left could

ndicate some missing variable from the model, but since the values are

egligible (less than 0.1% of the migration), it can be safely disregarded.
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Fig. 6. Linear regression for migration costs in the growing file experiment (x-axis in log scale). 

Fig. 7. Residual plots for the file size linear regression. 

Table 5 

Summary of the regression fit for the Apache processes experiment. 

Apache processes Regression Adjusted R-squared p-value Residual Standard Error 

Time 0.9993 < 22E -17 2.308 

Data Transferred 1 < 22E -17 0.423 
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.3.2. Regression applied to the apache processes experiment 

Applying the linear regression to the second experiment, we derive

qs. (4) and (5) . The output variable in Eq. (4) gives the migration time,

n seconds, and in Eq. (5) the output variable gives the total data trans-

erred during migration, in MB. The input variable in both equations is

iven by the number of Apache processes summoned in the experiment.

he summary for the fits, on 418 degrees of freedom, is presented in

able 5 . 

igration Time = 9 . 53 + 0 . 31 ⋅ (Apache Processes) (4)

igration Transfer = 13 . 72 + 0 . 23 ⋅ (Apache Processes) (5)

It is noticeable that the intercept values are higher in both equations

n comparison to the ones in the previous experiment. That is expected,

ince the first experiment does not require any additional package in-

tallation from the minimal container, while in this experiment, Apache

nd other required packages had to be installed. When comparing the
lope coefficients, it is clear that the number of Apache processes has

 comparable but smaller effect on the data transferred; however, the

umber of Apache processes is significantly more costly (over ten times

s much) to the migration time when compared to the size of the grow-

ng file. Results for the regressions presented in Eqs. (4) and (5) are

hown in Fig. 8 a and 8 b for the experiment’s result regarding time and

ata transferred, respectively. 

The difference in the slope coefficients can be perceived at the y-

xis range in Fig. 8 a; while in the first experiment the longest migra-

ion took just under 30 seconds, the second experiment shows migra-

ions taking upwards of 300 seconds. The prediction of necessary time

or a migration must therefore account properly for the overhead in

un-time state synchronization. Moreover, the relatively narrow area

or the standard error and the prediction interval show that the time

ariance is not only subject to the migration load, but also to time

ariances in the migration process itself. Although those large differ-

nces were present in the migration cost regarding time heavily dis-
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Fig. 8. Linear regression for migration costs in the Apache processes experiment (x-axis in log scale). 

Fig. 9. Residual plots for the Apache processes linear regression. 
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5

 

avouring the second experiment, in Fig. 8 b it is shown that the cost in

ata transferred is closer to that observed in the first experiment, but

ith the first experiment being disfavoured. This behavior highlights

he specific impact each experiment has on the migration steps previ-

usly presented. In the first experiment, the migration time is closely

elated to the transferring of the filesystem between hosts. Conversely,

n the second experiment, this relationship is not as strictly defined, as

 smaller amount of data transfer does not determine a longer time nec-

ssary for migration, but on the contrary, the much longer migration

ime can be explained by the costly process of synchronizing the run-

ime state in the container migration, as previously discussed regarding

ig. 3 . 

Finally, we analyze the density of residuals produced by the regres-

ions in Fig. 8 , shown in Fig. 9 . Regarding the time results, the thin

eak by 𝑥 = 0 in Fig 9 a shows that most observations have near-zero

rror. The x-axis span is larger than that obtained for the previous ex-

eriment, which is understandable since the absolute values for time

igration were over ten times greater in this experiment. Therefore, the

elative error is still within acceptable ranges, especially since the tails

ave close to zero density. Regarding the results for data transferred, the

arger, shorter negative tail is contrasted by the thinner, longer positive

ail. This result indicates that positive errors are less likely, but are (in

agnitude) higher than negative errors. Finally, the value of the resid-

als (in the x-axis) increased orders of magnitude compared to the re-

e  
ults of the previous experiment, which could further indicate a missing

ariable from the module, and that it affects run-time more than state-

ess state synchronization. Notwithstanding, the error is still relatively

anageable (1% or less) compared to the measured cost; therefore, the

odel is considered fit. 

In this section, we further analyzed the steps performed in a migra-

ion. By dividing the migration into two complementary parts, namely

he stateless and stateful synchronization, we can better understand how

ach part is affected by the nature of a particular VNF. To quantitative

etermine the impact on migration, two separated experiments were

erformed, one focused on the stateless, the other focused on the state-

ul part of the migration. Simple linear regression was then done for each

esult, resulting in promising prediction models for migration costs as

esponse for values in experiments input. While the models obtained

elp understand the behavior observed in each experiment, the results

re too constrained by the experiments’ parameters to be generally use-

ul. In the next section, we look into the black-box to determine what

nternal variables can be used to predict migration costs for VNFs in

eneral. 

. White-box analysis: Predictor modelling 

In the previous section, the black-box analysis and the simple lin-

ar regression showed promising results for the prediction of migration
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Fig. 10. Process of determining system’s internal variables which can be used as migration costs predictors. 
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Table 6 

Normalization formula for the input variables. 

Input Variable Normalization Formula 

Disk Usage 
𝑥 − 0 . 15 
1085 . 86 

Ram Usage 
𝑥 − 4 . 23 
334 . 84 

Number of Processes 
𝑥 − 5 
1001 
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m  
osts. The derived equations, however, are too narrowly fit to the scope

f the experiments. To create a cost prediction model that is useful for

ny application, we must look into the black-box, and look for system’s

nternal variables that affect the migration costs, and that are available

o be used as input for predictions regardless of the application. This pro-

ess is depicted in Fig. 10 . We thus discuss in Section 5.1 how internal

ariables were selected from each experiment to compose the predictor

odel, which we propose in Section 5.2 and is fit for a broader range of

pplications. 

.1. Variables correlation 

We begin monitoring 16 variables in the growing file size and Apache

rocesses experiments, including one for the experiment input, and two

or the experiments output ( i.e. , migration costs, namely time and data

ransferred). Variables like usage of swap and cache memories, and vari-

bles duplicated from different sources ( e.g. , number of processes re-

orted from inside the container and from LXD API information), were

radually discarded, as their effect on the migration costs was either

egligible or redundant. By the end of the process, the following five in-

ernal variables were considered fit to be used as possible predictors for

he migration costs: CPU usage, CPU load average, number of processes

unning, disk usage, and memory usage. 

To find which internal variables are strongly correlated with the in-

ut and output for each experiment, a correlation matrix was calculated.

he correlation results help to understand the dependency between each

nternal variable to the input from the experiments, and more impor-

antly, the predictive association of these internal variables to the out-

ut. To assist in the visualization of the correlation results, a matrix

eatmap for the correlation is presented in Fig. 11 4 . 

Fig. 11 a shows the result for the growing file size experiment, where

he heatmap matrix shows how every considered variable, including in-

ut, i.e. , the file size, and output, i.e. , the time and data transferred for

igrations, are correlated to every other variable. Strong direct or in-

erse correlations, i.e. , values close to 1 or -1, respectively, are the ones

e look for when composing the predictor model. It is possible to see

hat “Disk Usage ” was the variable with the strongest correlation to in-

ut and outputs. The correlation is expected since the file size growth

ainly affects the size of the file-system, which in turn affects the state-

ess synchronization part in the container migration. 

For the variables in the Apache processes experiment, Fig. 11 b shows

hat “Processes ” and “RAM Usage ” are the strongest correlated variables

o the input and outputs. The correlation between Apache summoned
4 For more on the heatmap matrix and correlation, see https://deeptools. 

eadthedocs.io/en/develop/content/tools/plotCorrelation.html 

e  

t  

p  

m  
rocesses, and the total number of processes running on the system is,

gain, expected. Moreover, it is clear that, as the number of processes

ncreases, so does the memory used by the system. When deriving the

eneral-purpose equation for migration costs, it is important to evaluate

ow both variables (processes and memory) interact with each other, as

ifferent applications may greatly vary in processes to memory rela-

ionship. Finally, “CPU Load Average ” also showed a strong correlation,

lthough weaker than that of “Processes ” and “RAM Usage ”. However,

reliminary regression analysis showed worse results when including

t in the equation, and therefore the variable was left out in the final

rediction model, as described next. 

.2. Multivariable regression 

Multiple variables are now to be used in the prediction model for the

igration costs prediction [61] . Therefore, we must resort to a regres-

ion model that considers more than a single input variable. We do so

sing the multiple variable linear regression model, which is shown in

q. (6) . 

 = 𝑏 0 + 𝑏 1 𝑥 1 + 𝑏 2 𝑥 2 + …+ 𝑏 𝑘 𝑥 𝑘 + 𝜖 (6)

In Eq. (6) , y is the response variable, b 0 is the y -intercept, and 𝜖 is

he error term. Each b n term indicates the regression (or slope) coeffi-

ient for a particular variable, and thus is multiplied by the respective

ariable, x n . More complex models, where interaction effects between

erms are considered, were also tried. The increased complexity of the

odels, however, did not improve the accuracy of the predictor in our

ests and were therefore discarded. 

Chosen variables are orthogonal by nature, and thus to minimize the

ffect of the different scales we utilize normalization for feature scaling.

alues are thus normalized prior to being used in the regression, there-

ore values for each variable are scaled to the range of [0, 1]. The nor-

alization formula is given by Eq. (7) . The result for the normalization

quations for each variable is presented in Table 6 . It is noteworthy that

he normalization considered the extreme values encountered in the ex-

eriments, and should not be taken as absolute bounds. Extrapolation for

ore resource-intensive functions ( i.e. , > 1K processes, 1GB files) could

https://deeptools.readthedocs.io/en/develop/content/tools/plotCorrelation.html
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Fig. 11. Heatmap matrix for variables correlation in the two experiments. 
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equire revision of the normalization and predictor’s equations. 

Normalized ( 𝑥 ) = 

𝑥 − 𝑚𝑖𝑛 ( 𝑥 ) 
𝑚𝑎𝑥 ( 𝑥 ) − 𝑚𝑖𝑛 ( 𝑥 ) 

(7)

We initially consider all strongly correlated variables in our predic-

ion model. We then utilize backward elimination, iteratively removing

he variable with the most significant associated p-value for as long as

he value of R-squared does not decrease [62] . The best fit found for the

igration time cost is presented in Eq. (8) , and for the data transferred

uring migration, in Eq. (9) . 

igration Time = 8 . 85 + 16 . 08 ⋅ (Disk Usage) + 314 . 51 ⋅ (Processes) 

(8)

While the y-intercept is similar to what was obtained in the previ-

us models, the slope rate is now determined by disk usage and num-

er of processes executing. The disk and processes parameters are a di-

ect result of the migration stateless and stateful synchronization pro-

esses, respectively. The regression coefficients show that the run-time

tate synchronization is potentially much more time-costly for migra-

ion than the stateless one. It is also noteworthy that the number of

rocesses is used as a factor for the run-time state, but the memory us-

ge is not; since both variables show a strong correlation internally,

egression analysis for using both terms showed an increase in uncer-

ainty. When considered independently, for the migration time predic-

ion the processes variable performed better; that can be understood as

he most time-consuming synchronization for the run-time state is not

hat of transferring the memory pages allocated by each process, but

ather by iteratively synchronizing every process between hosts. 

igration Transfer = 10 . 45 + 1042 . 06 ⋅ (Disk Usage) 

+ 241 . 39 ⋅ (RAM Usage) 
(9)

Similarly to the previous result, Eq. (9) shows a y-intercept consistent

ith what has been observed in the previous models. Disk and mem-

ry usage are the observed parameters for stateless and stateful data

ransfer, respectively. It is noticeable that, in contrast to the time model

resented in Eq. (8) , regression coefficients do not show a discrepancy

etween variables as large as shown in previous models, even when ac-

ounting for the normalization applied ( i.e. , that the maximum value

or disk usage is about three times the maximum for memory usage,

efore normalization). This result is in line with the fact that run-time

tate synchronization is disproportionately more costly to the migration

ime than it is to the migration data transferred. Finally, the representa-

ive variable for the run-time transfer is “RAM usage ”, in opposition to
he “number of processes ” used prior; while the number of processes im-

act on the time to synchronize run-time state between hosts, as already

xplained, the majority of data transferred is related to the copying of

emory pages between hosts. The memory usage is, therefore, the best

arameter to forecast the total amount of data being transferred during

 migration. The statistical summary for both time and data transferred

ts are presented in Table 7 . 

In this section, we described how the predictor modeling evolved

rom experiment-aware ones towards a more generic, experiment-

ndependent predictor. In the next section, we present a use case of

loud computing which is used to evaluate the accuracy of the predic-

ion model. 

. Validating the predictor model in a cloud computing scenario 

In this section, we present a use case to evaluate the accuracy of our

rediction model. A cloud computing scenario employing our prediction

odel is presented in Section 6.1 . A discussion on the observed accuracy

f the predictions is presented in Section 6.2 . 

.1. Predictor applied to VNF-enabled cloud computing 

To evaluate the accuracy of our prediction model, we propose a cloud

omputing use case in which a virtualized service hosted in the cloud is

esponsible for analyzing audio recordings from mobile users [63] . The

nalysis performed by the service is done using machine learning algo-

ithms, and therefore can be memory and CPU intensive, particularly

hen client demand is high. An orchestrator is responsible for migrat-

ng the service along cloud virtual servers of various computing power

n response to the varying demand. Virtual servers are host to cloud ap-

lications and can be realized by a bare-metal server, or by VMs and

ther virtualization technologies. This scenario is illustrated in Fig. 12 . 

In this use case, the number of connected clients varies between low

10 to 25 clients), medium (26 to 40 clients), and high (41 to 60 clients)

emand. An audio file is associated with each connected client, and the

ize for each file is randomly chosen from 1 to 25 MB. The file trans-

erring is abstracted from this evaluation since the predictor does not

onsider it. Virtual servers are realized through VMs with configura-

ions as per Table 2 , but with a less powerful one offering half the CPU

ores and memory ( i.e. , 3 cores and 8 GB of RAM). Once an upper/lower

hreshold for the virtual server resource usage is reached, the orches-

rator consults our predictor to estimate the expected migration costs

efore performing a migration to a more/less resourceful virtual server,
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Table 7 

Summary of the multivariable regression fit for the prediction model. 

Multivariable Regression Adjusted R-squared p-value Residual Standard Error 

Time 0.9993 < 22E-17 ( < 2E-16 for all terms) 1.857 

Data Transferred 0.9999 < 22E-17 ( < 2E-16 for all terms) 1.909 

Fig. 12. Overview of the cloud experiment with VNF orchestration. 

Fig. 13. Migration time cost and residuals for the use case. 
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n  
ccordingly. Because our intention is solely to evaluate the accuracy

f the predictor, and not the orchestration algorithm, migration inten-

ions are always performed by the orchestrator. On the same note, our

nalysis is focused on the results of the predictions and disregards the

igrations impact on service performance, and thus clients demand is

et to vary so that migrations are frequently triggered. The result for

igrations prediction and measurements performed during the use case

xperiment is shown in the form of probability density of residuals in

ig. 13 , concerning time, and in Fig. 14 , for data transferred. 

.2. Discussion of results 

The result for time costs are shown in Fig. 13 . As shown in Fig. 13 a,

igrations lasted from 15 to 31 seconds, with a mean of 20.4 seconds

nd a standard deviation of 4.2 seconds. When considering the differ-

nce between the predicted value and the observed results, the density

f residuals shown in Fig. 13 b shows that over 80% of the measure-

ents fell within a narrow 3 seconds range from the predicted values.

herefore, we argue that the results are within a reasonable range from

he prediction for most applications. If the same accuracy is needed in a

arrower prediction range, however, the inclusion of more parameters
n the regression analysis may be required. For example, the analysis of

he load in both source and destination host systems, and not only in the

ontainer, may provide additional resources to fine-tune the prediction

odel. Nevertheless, the density plot shows a second peak near the 10

econds mark that indicates that some migrations were less predictable

han most. Because the use case application was not part of the pre-

ictor modeling, some of its interactions with the migration tools ( e.g. ,

equiring more synchronization iterations when the application is un-

er heavy stress) may not be completely considered by the predictor.

nalysis with respect to each application can assist the development of

ore precise predictors. 

With respect to the data transferred costs, Fig. 14 a shows that data

ransferred by migrations varied from 240 MB to 1 GB. The mean was of

06.2 MB, with a standard deviation of 188.1 MB. The density of resid-

als are presented in Fig. 14 b, which shows the little range observed:

rom 98.3 MB to 108.8 MB. Despite being skewed and demonstrating

hat the predictor consistently under-predicts the data transferred for

his application, the low variance of the residuals (6.1 MB) indicates

hat a simple tweak in the predictor’s independent term (y-intercept)

an cover most migrations cost with respect to data transferred in a

arrow range. For example, considering a +100MB in all predictions
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Fig. 14. Migration data transferred cost and residuals for the use case. 
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ould represent a residual mean of 2.2 MB, with a standard deviation

f 2.5 MB. Since the migration mean cost was of 506.2 MB, correctly pre-

icting over 90% of transferring costs in a 1% range (about 5 MB) can

e useful and reliable for orchestrators to determine migration plans.

gain, as with the previous result (regarding time cost), the exact appli-

ation effect on the migration and its costs may not always be perfectly

aptured by the predictor, more so because the application was not part

f the modeling. The reasons to why such difference was observed in

he data transferred predictions are the theme for further investigation,

ut an experimental-based adjustment could be used in the predictor to

elp the adaptation to various scenarios. For example, a feedback loop

xtension could gradually reduce the observed bias in the experiment by

ncreasing or decreasing the y-intercept term in the prediction model,

ccording to observed errors patterns. 

Finally, an additional module was included in the predictor so it can

e further used by an application-aware orchestrator to estimate the

osts for future migrations. In this case, an orchestrator that expects a

ater increase/decrease in the resource usage from an application can

uery the predictor providing the expected variation as input, and thus

ork out from multiple estimations how to proceed. Furthermore, if the

rchestrator can alter the service behavior itself, the conditional predic-

ions allow a greater refinement of orchestration algorithms to include

ew possibilities. In the use case, for example, deciding to cache new

equests for ~ 10 seconds while performing a rather inexpensive mi-

ration, and then resuming the requests after migration completes could

e acceptable for the service and clients standpoint, while reducing the

igration costs to a fraction of what was originally expected. 

. Conclusion and future work 

In this work, we investigated the costs associated with the orches-

ration of VFs along the network. NFV is expected to play an important

ole in future networks, and a fundamental feature to be provided by

hese networks is the ability to dynamically reallocate VNFs. Through

 systematic bibliographic review, we were able to identify what costs

re expected when migrating a function between hosts. Using a well-

nown container virtualization platform, we performed a series of ex-

eriments to better understand the relation between several parameters

nd the resulting migration costs. The theoretical background for the

igration implementation is used to separate the analysis in two major

teps: stateless ( i.e. , regarding the filesystem) and stateful ( i.e. , regarding

he memory pages, processes, etc.) synchronization. 

Using linear regressions for the observed results in two experiments

onducted, we were able to derive a prediction model for the time and

ata transferring costs due to a migration. The model is evaluated in a
se case, in which a cloud computing setup regularly migrates a virtual-

zed service between available hosts. Results for the predictions indicate

hat, under certain conditions, high accuracy is possible for the predic-

ions of both migration costs. The predictor is extended to also offer

he option for an application-aware orchestrator to forecast what are

he costs expected for migration in the future, so that a well-informed

ecision for orchestration can be made. 

Because several parameters can impact the migration costs, and it

ould be impractical to consider the effect of each individually, this

ork keeps fixed or ignores some of the parameters that can help to

mprove the accuracy and the adaptability of the model. For example,

he network topology and links bandwidth remained constant through-

ut our analysis, and were therefore left out of the proposed models.

lthough the cost for data transferred in a migration may not be sig-

ificantly affected by this variable, the cost in time for performing the

igration is obviously affected by the available bandwidth, for exam-

le. Therefore, future work for improving the predictor requires the re-

oval of fixed constraints, and the consideration for variance in each

arameter is an iterate process until the model is generic and accurate

nough to be used in a variety of scenarios. Additionally, the inclusion of

achine-learning algorithms in the predictor can further push forward

he predictor accuracy and adaptability in the future. 
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